Color Anchor LVT

Inspired by the growing desire for rich, bright, saturated colors in architecture and interiors, Color Anchor LVT is designed to bring spaces to life. As a hard surface complement to Color Anchor carpet, Color Anchor LVT features 20 shades in two patterns and three sizes. This versatile product can be used on its own or integrated easily with other flooring collections.

Color Anchor’s variety of hues include exciting brights and rich neutrals. All colors are available in two subtle, abstract patterns. Groove is a small-scale textile visual with nondirectional crosshatching. Stride is a finely dappled linear pattern with soft line work; the visual can be run in a uniform direction or turned to create playful patterns.

Color Anchor LVT is designed to coordinate across Mannington’s carpet and hard surface offerings. Both patterns are available in 6”x36,” 12”x24” and 18”x18” plank and tile sizes, which can be mixed or matched to provide unique pattern possibilities. With a versatile palette that works beautifully on its own or with other flooring collections, Color Anchor LVT is an essential product for creating lively, fresh interiors.

Groove - Peanut Shell C113, Milk Thistle C101, Rhubarb Pie C102, Poppy Red C103, Squash Blossom C112, Buzzy Yellow C104, Squawk Box C107

Crafted with Purpose
Groove

Please refer to product samples for the most accurate color representation.
Stride

Buzzy Yellow C124
Canopy Green C131
Chinchilla C135
Cottontail C138
Crumb Cake C134
Gingersnap C136
Grassy Meadow C125
Island Blue C129
London Fog C139
Midnight Twinkle C128
Milk Thistle C121
Peanut Shell C133
Poppy Red C123
Rhubarb Pie C122
Snapdragon Bud C130
Squash Blossom C132
Squawk Box C127
Sterling Gray C140
Sugar Snap C126
Winter Fleece C137

Please refer to product samples for the most accurate color representation.